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ABOUT
US

Together we
design, create
and upgrade
the way
people live
and work.
We are the
people.
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About Us

About Us

We design and manufacture sound absorbing
furniture solutions that work in silence to
boost productive peace and quiet. It helps to
set the office and the home office free from
unwanted noises, such as loud conversations,
phones, printers and children.

Mateusz Gaczkowski
CEO Acustio

Katarzyna Nowak
Head of Sales

Katarzyna Gaczkowska
Back Office

Aleksandra Hyz
Product Designer

Aleksandra Metlewicz
Brand Art Director

Nikodem Szpunar
Product Designer

Iwona Pasik
Product Designer

Aleksandra Grądziel
Assistant

Michał Grzejszczyk
Production Manager

You
As a Brand Fan, Business Partner
or Acustio Team member

We are Acustio
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Meticulous craftsmanship and
consciously selected materials combined with good
design make our products
impressively long-lived. We
are rooted in the zero-waste
approach, meaning our
10 product families are complementary to one another,
also their elements are interchangeable and reusable.

This is our idea of sustainable
design. We believe that product quality is not merely
a matter of aesthetics.
Work wise, we closely follow
trends in commercial real
estate. With human-centered
design and workplace innovation in mind, our products help
boost well-being and develop
effective Flex Office solutions.
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Sound absorption coefficient

About Acustic

About Acustic

Extensive research offers conclusive e vidence
on how deeply acoustics affect every aspect of
our lives.
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Their role in a workplace is
key. Acoustics influence our
concentration, efficiency and
overall comfort of working.
Providing adequate acoustics
in a room demands a comprehensive approach based
on the selection of partitions
with appropriate sound insulation and of sufficiently silent
electric and electronic devices.

Ensuring appropriate office
acoustics has been obligatory
in Poland since 2018.
Let’s not forget that an acoustic ceiling very rarely meets the
legal requirements and doesn’t
provide high comfort of working
whatsoever. Hence the need
of placing external acoustic
systems occurred, for example,
free-standing room dividers.

Frequency range according to standard
Characteristic measured
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Research shows that
up to 99% of interviewees report a decrease
in concentration at
work due to noise.

About Acustic

About Acustic

99%

66%
Noise lowers efficiency
by up to 66%,
compared to noise-free
working conditions.
It also raises stress
levels.

10 dB
Applying an appropriate acoustic adaptation can reduce noise
by over 10 dB.

27%
As a result, improved
acoustics reduce stress
by 27%.

48%
Proper acoustics
strengthens concentration by as much
as 48%.
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Acustio’s unique qualities

Acustio’s unique qualities

Sometimes a small distinction makes a big
difference. Find out a bit more about what
our take on creating the most remarkable
design is.

Acustio’s unique qualities
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In order to get noticed, one
has to be different. So they say,
right? We’ve never aspired to
be popular, although we’ve
always wanted to do things
differently. This philosophy
has been our core motto while
creating Acustio products. All
of them have some main qualities, implementation which
enables us to provide you with
the most distinctive level of
flair. Innovative, sustainable,

multifunctional and high-quality design which takes pride in
being both durable and timeless. We are beyond proud of
the qualities that make all of
our products visually cohesive
with one another, but different
from what other brands represent. It is quite unprecedented.
Find out for yourself and take
a look at our big four - the
unique qualities which are complete game changers.
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features an additional,
middle colour layer. Acustio’s original solution
ensures visual consistency
across all product families.

Acustio’s unique qualities

Acustio’s unique qualities

Threelayer edge

Felt
materials
seamlessly fuse function
and beauty. The selection includes high quality
synthetic felt and flame
retardant natural wool.

80 colours
...and 3 categories. The
combinations are countless and their softness to
the touch- amazing.

Thoughtful
design
Our panels work perfectly with office furniture
from the world’s leading
manufacturers. Acustio’s
mounting brackets fit, or
can be easily adopted, to
a wide range of existing
furniture solutions. Think
easy installation in offices
around the globe.
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MEET OUR
FAMILIES

Meet Our Families

Meet Our Families

Every product
family was
designed with
your highest
comfort and
satisfaction
in mind.
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Jasper

Jasper implements philosophy of effective
work that actually works. It fosters a flexible collaboration between practicality and
design, which is gaining the increasing number of proponents.

JASPER
designed by Mateusz Gaczkowski
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Versatile, pragmatic and
easily adaptable. The Jasper
family is all of the above and
more. Our first, most basic
and all-around product range
will fill your space holistically.
Incorporating geometrical

shapes enables to mix and
match countless options of
arrangements for your walls,
glass walls, desks, ceilings and
floors. Upgrading the quality
of working and living has never
been easier.

Jasper

Jasper
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Jasper
22

JASPER BENCH PIN
The Jasper bench panels work desktop miracles. They
increase the sense of coziness, taking comfort to a whole
new level, with Acustio’s myriad colour combinations and
the softness of our felt upholstery.

Jasper

Jasper
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Jasper

Jasper
JASPER BEHIND THE DESK
26

A Jasper panel can be easily attached to a number of
desks provided by the world’s leading manufacturers.
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Turn larger spaces into smaller compartments that help
to break bigger jobs into more manageable tasks.

Jasper

Jasper
28

JASPER FREE STANDING ROOM DIVIDERS
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Jasper

Jasper

Jasper functionality
No matter the surface, each and every
Jasper product will find its place in your
office. You can hang it from a ceiling, mount
it to the numerous kinds of desks, attach it to
a wall, a glass partition or simply place it as
a free standing divider. Regardless of what
your vision is, Jasper will follow in process
of time.

JASPER MOBILE
DESK
Set up your mobile desk without the
need to use bolts or screws and choose
where exactly you want it to be placed.
Remember, you can always change its
position.

JASPER FREE
STANDING ROOM
DIVIDER
Endless possibilities of use. Try
placing your Free Standing Room
Divider between two independent
desks and create your very own
space with no effort.

JASPER FREE
STANDING ROOM
DIVIDER
Choose what kind of surface you
want your Free Standing Room
Divider to have. Either you pick
the standard or the 3D motif one,
its quality of sound absorption will
always be top notch.

JASPER HANGING
VERTICAL
Will add a touch of art to a modern
office. You can hang them far apart
or very closely to each other for even
better sound absorbing experience.

JASPER HANGING
HORIZONTAL
30

comes in multiple sizes and two different shapes. It is a perfect addition
to rooms with high ceilings. Create
your own set and add the warm
sense of coziness to the office.
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Jasper

Jasper

JASPER BENCH
PIN
is a perfect way of adding a feeling of privacy without being
too much on your desk - we put
some extra work into designing
the invisible pins that will be
no hassle to mount, instead
secure your divider perfectly, so
that you can arrange your desk
space in no time and just focus
on work.

JASPER HANGING
VERTICAL
Mount your hanging verticals as
your heart desires - one under
another, with a gap between,
mixing colours and changing
the overall layout with time. Just
unlock your imagination.

JASPER BEHIND
THE DESK
Your privacy is no longer in
danger - our Behind The Desk
comes to rescue. We are pretty
sure you will get attached as
easily as it will to various kinds
of your desk.

JASPER WALL
Classic solution to soundproof your
conference room, hall or any type
of space that in your opinion needs
some toning down. Jasper wall needs
nothing more but some piece of
wall and you to be preoccupied with
your work. Attach it to the surface
using our reliable and strong, yet
removable system, so that when your
preferences change, you can readjust
your Jasper to those at no time.

JASPER GLASS
Glass wall? That’s fine by us. Attach
your Jasper to any glass wall using
suction cups and get back to work.
From now on it’s going to do its best
to keep you at your highest peak of
foucs.

JASPER FREE
STANDING ROOM
DIVIDER
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Whenever you feel like a bit of
alone time and silence is what
you crave, but you don’t want to
put any special work into major
construction at the office, Free
Standing Room Divider is your
go-to solution. You can choose
structure, colour of each side,
mounting feet, as well as height
of your divider.
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JASPER FREE STANDING ROOM DIVIDER
Sizes available

JAS.FSRD.H140.80
*standard

JAS.FSRD.3D.H140.80
*with 3d motif

JAS.BTD.140.H49
*standard

JAS.BTD.3D.140.H49
*with 3d motif

JAS.BPD.140.H41
*standard

JAS.BPD.3D.140.H41
*with 3d motif

MOUNTING FEETS
Castors

Standard small feet

Standard feet

Jasper

Jasper

Meet our
Jasper Family

H 125 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 98 / 120 / 140 cm
H 140 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 98 / 120 / 140 cm
H 160 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 98 / 120 / 140 cm
H 184 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 98 / 120 / 140 cm
H 200 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 98 / 120 / 140 cm

JASPER DESK
Behind The Desk
Sizes available
H 37 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 49 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 64 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 80 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
Bench Pin
Sizes available
H 41 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 61 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm

Bench
Sizes available

JAS.BD.140.H49
*standard

H 49 x 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 64 x 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 70 x 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 79 x 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm

JASPER MOBILE DESK
Sizes available

JAS.MD.140.H49
*standard

JAS.MD.3D.140.H49
*with 3d motif

H 37 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 49 x 60 / 62.5 / 70 / 72.5 / 80 / 82.5 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
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Square

JAS.W.140.H80 /
JAS.G.140.H80
*standard

JAS.W.3D.140.H80 /
JAS.G.3D.140.H80
*with 3d motif

JAS.W.80 /
JAS.G.80
Standard

JAS.W.3DA.80 /
JAS.G.3DA.80
3d motif A

JAS.HH.140.80
standard

JAS.HH.80
standard

Jasper

Jasper

JASPER WALL / GLASS

Sizes available
H 37 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 49 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 60 x 60 / 120 cm
H 64 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 80 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
Circular
Sizes available

JAS.W.3DB.80 /
JAS.G.3DB.80
3d motif B

JAS.W.3DC.80 /
JAS.G.3DC.80
3d motif C

Standard
Ø 60 / 80 / 120 cm
3d motif A
Ø 80 / 120 cm
3d motif B
Ø 80 / 120 cm
3d motif C
Ø 80 / 120 cm

JASPER HANGING
Horizontal
Sizes available
H 37 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 49 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 60 x 60 / 120 cm
H 64 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 80 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
Ø 60 / 80 / 120 cm
Vertical
Sizes available

JAS.HV.140.H82
standard

H 39 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
H 62 x 60 / 120 cm
H 82 x 60 / 70 / 80 / 120 / 140 / 160 / 180 / 200 cm
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* Standard panels are 5 cm thick, except for 3 cm glass panels
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Silentum

A family of four individual products that
integrate perfectly with all types of office
interiors, Silentum's structure dazzles with
sleek a
 esthetics of minimalism.

SILENTUM
designed by Iwona Pasik & Mateusz Gaczkowski

Silentum’s alluring design along
with the impeccable quality of
acoustic isolation were recognised by the most demanding.
Our hero when it comes to most
sophisticated, classic, but also
unique design juxtaposed with
flawless acoustic properties.
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Silentum won The Red Dot
Design Award 2020: Best of
the Best. It confirms the timeless praise that design itself
is a value to live by. Acustio’s
award winning panels are the
brainchild of CEO & Product
Designer, Mateusz Gaczkowski
and Product Designer - Iwona
Pasik. Silentum would look
nothing like it does without
our creative duo - Aleksandra
Metlewicz and Aleksandra Hyz.

Silentum

Silentum
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Silentum

The Silentum Family
Silentum
42

Silentum's acoustic properties are the result of extensive
research, a
 llowing the sound diffusing products to corner
unwanted noise across all types of office space with
extraordinary effiency.
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Silentum
The Silentum Family

Silentum
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Silentum
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Acustio's top-down approach provides complete working
solutions that meet the acoustic requirements of any
office space, with particular focus on the most difficult
parts, noise-wise.

SILENTUM WALL

Mix, match and fill your space from
bottom to top with the most advanced
acoustic solutions which complement
each other perfectly.

Silentum

Silentum

Silentum functionality
You are very much invited to mount
your Silentum Wall panels in whatever configuration fits your space. If
you decide to cover your corners, but
also want to see some bare sections
of wall along the way, you definitely
can.

SILENTUM HANGING
The smallest size of Silentum Hanging
can create an outstanding arrangement
when set with a bunch of other identical
ones. The highest quality of sound
isolation and a beautiful design is hands
down our favourite duo of all time.

SILENTUM HANGING
WITH BREAK
Sometimes all you need is some break.
You need, we deliver. With wider spaces
between panels you can easily see each
one individually from every angle of your
office.

SILENTUM
PILLAR
is the unprecedented
solution for effective
sound-absorption. It
was designed to corner
unwanted noise in open
spaces. Although you
can place it anywhere
really.

SILENTUM CORNER
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You can often notice (or hear actually) that sound piles up in corners.
Perfect solution? Our Silentum Corner. It waves on two contiguous walls
beautifully, giving you the flawless
sound absorbing effect you’ve never
heard of (no pun intended).
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SILENTUM HANGING
AND WALL
For extraordinary acoustic experience
use both wall and hanging panels in
your office. They were designed to perfectly and smoothly mirror each other.
Choosing the same widths and colours
creates a really breath-taking effect.

Silentum

Silentum

SILENTUM HANGING
Above the conference table or your
desk. Silentum Hanging panels can be
mounted on different heights to fit your
space without serious interference to the
overall look of your office.

SILENTUM WALL
There are three sizes of panels to
choose from. Whether you decide
to cover your desired wall area with
one kind or three ones, the sound
insulation is going to be impeccable.

SILENTUM HANGING
WITH BREAK
Decide what kind of gap between
panels you prefer - there’s two widths
to choose from.

SILENTUM PILLAR
Beautiful and pragmatic addition to any kind
of space that needs some instant upgrade both visual and acoustic one.
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SINGLE PANEL

Silentum

Silentum

Meet our
Silentum Family

Sizes available
H 50 x 5 x 15 cm
H 180 x 5 x 15 cm
H 200 x 5 x 15 cm

SILENTUM PILLAR

SML.P.H180

SML.P.H200

SML.W.9.H50

SML.W.9.H180

Sizes available
height of the panels
H 180 cm
H 200 cm
overall height
H 196 x Ø 43 cm
H 206 x Ø 43 cm
number of panels
18

SILENTUM WALL

SML.W.9.H200

Sizes available
H 50 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
H 180 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
H 200 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
number of panels
5 / 9 / 13 / 17
product depth
15.5 cm

SILENTUM CORNER

SLM.C.7.H50

SLM.C.7.H180

SLM.C.7.H200

Sizes available
H 50 x 28 cm
H 180 x 28 cm
H 200 x 28 cm
number of panels
7
product depth
15.5 cm
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SLM.H.9.50

SLM.H.9.180

SLM.H.9.200

SLM.HB.9.50

SLM.HB.9.180

SLM.HB.9.200

Sizes available

Silentum

Silentum

SILENTUM HANGING

L 50 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
L 180 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
L 200 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
number of panels
5 / 9 / 13 / 17
product height
19.5 cm

SILENTUM HANGING WITH BREAK
Sizes available
L 50 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
L 180 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
L 200 x 25 / 45 / 65 / 85 cm
number of panels
3/5/7/9
product height
19.5 cm
*gaps between panels 5 cm
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Leaves

100% inspired by nature. Created in accordance with biophilic design - combining nature
inspired features with the office space.

LEAVES
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Our leaf shaped panels are not
only pragmatic, serving its main
purpose, which is insulating the
room from exterior sounds, but
they are also made in accord with
biophilic design.

The panels can be embossed on
one or both sides (depending on
where you want to place it around
the office) and the choice of synthetic or natural wool felts is plain
amazing.

Leaves

Leaves
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Leaves

Leaves
LEAVES BEHIND THE DESK
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Our Behind The Desk privacy screens feature full size and
half size versions that meet all the needs of every office.
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Leaves

Leaves
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Regular surfaces? The fixings come pre-attached to the
back of the leaf simplifying the mounting process.

Leaves

Leaves
64

LEAVES WALL
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Leaves

Leaves

Leaves functionality
Our second most comprehensive product
family to date. The advanced functionalities
of Leaves facilitate sustainable p
 hilosophy
of working and living. You can keep things
consistent and fill the space only with
products from the Leaves range or you can
mix them with other families. Possibilities
are endless.

LEAVES WALL
The panels are available in a variety
of sizes, also for your walls. You can
design your very own unique compositions. Feel like a greatly esteemed
florist and let your imagination loose.

LEAVES BENCH PIN
MOBILE DESK
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Mobility is what we cherish big time,
so it was a no brainer to design
a divider that’s going to enable you
to put your Leaf wherever you want
and rearrange your space whenever
you feel like it.

Divide your desktop area and work
on your own terms. With our Leaves
Bench Pin it’s easy to focus and not
get distracted by both coworkers
and the intrusive character of your
divider. We designed leaf’s mounting
system based on fully hidden pins, so
you can easily attach it and forget
those even exist.

FREE STANDING
ROOM DIVIDER
Three different sizes of Free Standing
Room Divider provide you with quite
a few possibilities of designing your
space in no time. Don’t worry about
your Leaf not keeping up with your
ideas. It surely will.
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Leaves

Leaves

GLASS
Attach your Leaf onto a glass wall
using suction cups and see both sides
of it. How pragmatic is that?

WALL
Put your very own composition of
Leaves on the wall and feel the great
level of calmness inspired by nothing
less than nature itself.

MOBILE DESK
Our sustainable approach dictates us
to create products easily adaptable
to any kind of furniture you already
possess. Thus you can either place
your desktop Leaf on the desk, on
some shelves or both. Remember,
you can always change your mind
and rearrange.

FREE STANDING
ROOM DIVIDER
Three different sizes of Free Standing
Room Divider provide you with quite
a few possibilities of designing your
space in no time. Don’t worry about
your Leaf not keeping up with your
ideas. It surely will.

MOBILE DESK
Mobility is important to us. You
probably already know it, because
we repeat it all the time. Designing
a divider that would follow your
vision, no matter how dynamic it is,
was our priority.

BEHIND THE DESK
Mount your Leaf (half-size or full one)
behind the desk using our highly
appreciated mounting system which
is not only easy to master, but it’s
also very trusted. From now on you
can fully focus on what is really
important.
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LEAVES DESK

Leaves

Leaves

Meet our
Leaves Family

LEA.BTD.140.H54

Behind The Desk
sizes available
H 47 x 60 / 70 / 80 cm
H 54 x 120 / 140 / 160 cm
H 52 x 83 cm
H 70 x 110 cm
H 84 x 130 cm
H 94 x 150 cm

LEA.BTD.110.H70

Bench Pin

LEA.BPD.140.H45

Sizes available
H 38 x 60 / 70 / 80 cm
H 45 x 120 / 140 / 160 cm

LEAVES MOBILE DESK

LEA.MD.140.H45

Sizes available
H 38 x 60 / 70 / 80 cm
H 45 x 120 / 140 / 160 cm
H 47 x 60 / 70 / 80 cm
H 54 x 120 / 140 / 160 cm

LEAVES WALL / GLASS
Sizes available

LEA.WR.H110.70
*wall

LEA.GR.H110.70

LEA.FSRD.H110.70

MOUNTING FEETS:
Concrete feet

H 83 x 52 cm
H 110 x 70 cm
H 130 x 84 cm
H 150 x 94 cm
* site available left or right

LEAVES FREE STANDING
ROOM DIVIDERS

Metal feet

Sizes available
H 110 x 70 cm
H 130 x 84 cm
H 150 x 94 cm
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* Standard panels are 5 cm thick, except for 3 cm glass panels
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Heaven Booth

One product with hundreds of uses.
Acustio Heaven Booth makes dividing the
open space easier than ever before.

HEAVEN BOOTH
designed by Mateusz Gaczkowski

The Heaven Booth enables
you to rearrange every space
in a split of a second, while still
giving you that fully soundproof
effect.
72

Flexible and modular, Heaven
Booth works virtually anywhere
around the office or the home
office. It fits perfectly between
desks, helping you to focus
and relax.

Heaven Booth

Heaven Booth
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Heaven Booth

Heaven Booth

Seventh Heaven
All Acustio panels feature excellent
acoustic properties.
They combine Class A sound
absorption and a full sound reduction
produced by the chipboard.
Since two panel edges overlap as
a result of the binding process,
absolute sound insulation is
guaranteed at contact point, with
a total of six felt layers working to
ensure a comfortable silence.
The Heaven Booth panels are
available in five different heights
and can be easily connected at any
angle using a single type of adapter.
Each panel’s edge is highly flexible
and bendable. As a result, the
extendable room dividers are as
effective in ensuring the quiet
operation of a photocopier in the
middle of the open space as they
are in dividing the space into smaller
enclosures for teams to collaborate.
With a selection of mounting feet
and castors that meet the needs
of any space, Heaven Booth makes
arranging the office an incredibly
easy job.
The hundreds of colour combinations
available, combined with three categories of felt, offer the architects and
designers unrestrained artistic freedom to apply a truly personal touch.
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Heaven Booth

Heaven Booth
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As pragmatic as it can get. Not only can you join the
separate segments, but you can also create a one divider
by binding different sizes. No boundaries when it comes
to arranging your office space.
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A flexible solution that helps
to c reate chillout zones, meeting rooms and spaces to focus in.
Arrange, reconfigure your office
and let the fun begin all over again.

Heaven Booth

Heaven Booth

The Heaven Booth functionality

A PANEL ON WHEELS

BEND THE EDGE
OUTWARDS

Fully mobile with castors
attached, the panels have
infinite possibilities to form
soundproof walls, bending
at angles up to 120°.

Save space in the open
space, building quiet
meeting spots and
soundproofing printers
and copiers.

Buzzing printer can be
annoying, we get it. Place fourwinged divider around the
printer and don’t feel bad for
your colleagues when printing
some files next time.
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DIFFERENT HEIGHTS

BEND THE EDGE INWARDS

The panels are available in five
different heights and can be
easily connected at any angle
using a single type of adapter,
so no worries about it not
fitting your needs - we assure
you it will manage.

You’ll be amazed at how
much extra space you can
gain with this configuration,
soundproofing one or more
desks, putting them together
and surrounding from up to
three sides.
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HEAVEN BOOTH FREE STANDING
ROOM DIVIDERS

HB.FSRD.H140.78

MOUNTING FEETS
Standard feet

Mini feet

Sizes available
H 125 x 68 / 78 / 88 / 128 cm
H 140 x 68 / 78 / 88 / 128 cm
H 160 x 68 / 78 / 88 / 128 cm
H 184 x 68 / 78 / 88 / 128 cm
H 200 x 68 / 78 / 88 / 128 cm

Castors

Heaven Booth

Heaven Booth

Meet our
Heaven Booth Family

* The Panels are 5 cm thick

Mounting a wall

HB.SET1.CONNECTION1

HB.SET2.CONNCECTION2

HB.FSRD.SET3

HB.FSRD.SET4

The panels can be combined into
any composition, these are just a few
examples of many possibilities.
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Hanging Dividers

Aiming high in order to give you the best of
both worlds - high quality acoustic experience and undisturbed space.

HANGING DIVIDERS
designed by Aleksandra Hyz & Aleksandra Mętlewicz & Mateusz Gaczkowski
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They are so appealing, we
decided to dedicate them a separate division - not that they
need it. The hanging dividers represent our belief in sophisticated,
nonintrusive and imaginative
design. They are a perfect addition to every space that needs

expanding. Ironically, thanks to
its dividing nature, your shared
office space will get the feeling of
coziness and quiet. You can easily create different zones, enhancing widespread use of your
office without the overwhelming
impression.

Hanging Dividers

Hanging Dividers
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Hanging Dividers

Hanging Dividers
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You know how dedicated we are to combining beautiful design with excellent acoustic properties and how
important it is for all Acustio products to be visually – and
acoustically - consistent. With the metal finish along the
top and bottom edges, the hanging panel is always in
perfect shape.
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Hanging Dividers

Hanging Dividers

The Hanging Dividers functionality
Arrange and rearrange with no limits. You are
also very welcome to choose the openwork and
pattern designs along with colours on both sides.
Endless ways of positioning can be conducted and
it’s all because of the simple, yet reliable mounting system, that enables you to change the place of
your divider at any time.
LAYERING IS IN
Whenever you feel like some extra
privacy, we recommend hanging
a few dividers next to each other.
You will get both the impeccable
acoustics and extraordinary design
at the same time.

VARIOUS PATTERNS
Feel free to choose the design of
openwork, colours and the pattern
of your dividers. It can all get really
unique and artistic.

HANGING DIVIDERS
come in two sizes in order to fit
in your space perfectly. You can
either divide different areas of your
coworking office using the longer
ones, creating a feeling of a separate
room, or soundproof the desired
space, that is already semi-divided by
some storage units, using the shorter
dividers. There’s also no need to feel
pressured - if you change your vision,
you can always rearrange and hang
them in another place.
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* In D category – wool, you can choose only one colour,
since the panel is made of one layer of felt.

HANGING DIVIDERS

HD.80.H250

Hanging Dividers

Hanging Dividers
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Meet our Hanging
Dividers Family

HD.80.H125

Sizes available
H 250 x 80 cm
H 135 x 80 cm

Mounting elements

Metal handle

Patterns available

HD.C.80.H250

HD.D.80.H250

HD.B.80.H135
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Sky Square

The Acustio’s ceiling panels are the ultimate
solution for office with suspended ceiling tiles.

SKY SQUARE
designed by Mateusz Gaczkowski
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They allow for a very quick
change of both look and feel
of an entire office and vastly
improve its acoustic parameters. Time-consuming and
complicated replacements are
now a thing from the past.

The office will look and feel
cozy in a just few hours!
Available in a wide colour
palette , our square ceiling
panels are manufactured using
Acustio’s high-quality, fire
retardant c
 ategory C and D felt.

Sky Square

Sky Square
Sizes available
L 59.5 x W 119.5 x T 3 cm
L 59.5 x W 59.5 x T 3 cm
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Colour selection from C and D category of felt.
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Handy Bag

The Handy Bag is perfect for carrying all of
your office essentials. An easy way to organize
your desk. From meeting to meeting. As soon as
you finish your work, you can put your stuff to
Handy Bag and store it in your locker. It will
patiently wait for the next day of working.

HANDY BAG
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Store things easily and move
around in a pragmatic fashion. Match the colours of your
Handy Bag with the office or
the visual identity of the brand
and choose a gorgeous finishing – bamboo wood. The
possibilities of personalisation

don’t end here. You can
engrave your logo or initials to
add the final touch. Go places
with your personalised Acustio organiser. Take your tablet
or laptop, A4 journal or notebook, your pens and pencils
everywhere.

Handy Bag
Sizes available
H 30.5 x L 13 x W 40.5 cm
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Colour selection from A and C category of felt.

Meet Our Materials

Meet Our Materials
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MEET OUR
MATERIALS

Vibrant,
pastel and
neutral.
80 different
colours to
make your
panels more
yours.
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Felt
Category A felt
Product Specification

The Colours

The Colours

The Materials

Technical data
Composition 100% Polyester
Mass per unit area 580 ±10% g/m2
Thickness 3.8 ±10% mm

Category C felt
Product Specification
Technical data
Composition 100% Polyester
Mass per unit area 500 ±10% g/m2
Thickness 3 ±10% mm
Flammability EN 13501-1+A1: B-s1, d0
ASTM E-84-18: Class A
Sound absorption UNE-EN ISO 354:
αW=0,15 (H)

Category D felt
Product specification
Technical data
Composition 100% Wool
Mass per unit area 280 ±10% g/m2
Thickness 3 ±10% mm
Flammability EN 13501-1 B fl - s1 (B1)

Metal
RAL White 9010
RAL Black 9005
RAL Graphite 7021
RAL Aluminium Grey 9006
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Scan the QR code to explore our colour swatches
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